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Foreword
In 1986 SKB decided to construct the Aspo Hard
Rock Laboratory (HRL) in order to provide an
opportunity for research, development and
demonstration in a realistic and undisturbed under-
ground rock environment down to the depth
planned for the future deep repository. The focus
of current and future work is on development
and testing of site characterization methods, ver-
ification of models describing the function of the
natural and engineered barriers and develop-
ment, testing, and demonstration of repository
technology. The program has been organised so
that all important steps in the development of a
repository are covered, in other words the Aspo
HRL constitutes a "dress rehearsal" for the
Swedish deep geological repository for spent fuel
and other long-lived waste.

Geoscientific investigations on Aspo and
nearby islands began in 1986. Aspo was selected
as the site for the laboratory in 1988. Construc-
tion of the facility, which reaches a depth of 460
m below the surface, began in 1990 and was
completed in 1995. A major milestone had been
reached in 1996 with the completion of the pre-
investigation and construction phases of the
Aspo HRL. The comprehensive research con-
ducted has permitted valuable development and

verification of site characterization methods ap-
plied from the ground surface, boreholes, and
underground excavations. The results of this re-
search are summarised in the book "Aspo Hard
Rock Laboratory - 10 years of Research" pub-
lished by SKB in 1996.

The Operating Phase of the Aspo HRL began
in 1995 and is expected to continue for 15-20
years, that is until the first stage of the develop-
ment of the Swedish deep geological repository
for spent nuclear fuel is expected to be complet-
ed. A number of research projects were initiated
at the start of the Operating Phase. Most of these
projects have made substantial progress since
then and important results have been obtained.

The purpose of this brochure is to provide a
brief presentation of the current status (as of
June 1998) of the projects in progress at the Aspo
HRL. The presentations are based on posters
presented at the 3rd Aspo International Seminar
on Characterization and Evaluation of Sites for
Deep Geological Disposal of Radioactive Waste
in Fractured Rocks. The seminar was organised
by SKB at the Aspo HRL on June 10-12, 1998.
Additional information on current progress can
be found in the Aspo Hard Rock Laboratory-
Annual Reports published by SKB.
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RVS is an application built on top of AlicroStation. Micro-
Station is a modern and powerful 3D-modelling system
running on computers with the most common operating
systems as Windows 95, Windows N T and UNIX.

Borehole Visualization, Geological and Surface Modelling,
Tunnel Design, Animation (fly-through or parameter) and
Drawing (documentation mode) are the five main compo-
nents in RVS.



lization System
Borehole Visualization

A set of borehole parameters
visualised by lines (rock type),
cylinders (rock quality) and
triangular tubes (water leakage).

Tunnel Design

a)

c)

A tunnel design, is built up in three steps. First a chain of
tunnel pathlines are defined (a), and then in the next step a
set of tunnel sections are connected (b). The tunnel section
profiles should be pre-defined by the user, by application of
a parametric approach which is supported by the system.
Finally (c), a three-dimensional tunnel shape is generated.

Surface Modelling

a) ^ 10

Mixed Object Types

The ground surface (a) is a typical example of a surface that
can be generated with the surface toolbox. At the right (b)
the mean level of the Baltic is visualised, and then the
southern part of the Aspo island is recognised.

Solid Modelling (e.g. Fracture Zone)

b)
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This example shows how a fracture zone, intersecting the Finally, a solid body is generated (c) by using the borders
whole rock mass of interest, is built up. First (a) the inclined of the model volume as terminators. It is also possible to
borders of the zone are modelled as surfaces, and then the terminate a solid (d) against another solid or surface,
topography (b) is modelled as well.



Borehole Image Processing (BIP) System
A way to view the rock

Advantages
Continuous 4-colour images of entire borehole wall
(no core losses).

Characterization of rock structures
(fracture orientation and width, rock boundaries, etc.)

Fibre-optical data communication for high resolution
and high image quality.

I . Field System

Logging is performed with a camera probe and a
battery probe attached to a reinforced fibre-optical
cable on an electrically controlled winch.

A video camera with a cone mirror records the bore-
hole wall.

Compass or gravity ball for camera probe orientation.

Z. Data Processing System
Digitizing

The video record is transformed to a BIP image.
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Presentation
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Technical Facts
Maximum logging depth: 1,500 m

Borehole diameter: 56-180 mm

Logging speed:

V " ~J

25m/h —• 0.25 mm resolution
50m/h —• 0.5 mm resolution

lOOm/h —• 1.0 mm resolution
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Methods
Geological Borehole Documentation (GDB)

A way to map a borehole

1. Input
BIP image

The BIP image provides geometric
information about rock boundaries
and fractures.

Core inspection

Visual core inspection provides
information about lithology
and fracture character.

L. Mapping Process
Boremap

The integrated borehole docu-
mentation, using BIP image and
core information, is generated by
the Boremap program.

D. Data Presentation
Complot

The Complot program presents the
geological documentation of the
borehole. Many different parameters
can be displayed. Data can be entered
either directly from Boremap or from
the SICADA database.
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Hoisting rig and exterior of Mini-container.

Test Types
• Outflow tests (constant flow)

• Outflow tests (passive flow)

• Outflow tests (constant pressure)

• Injection tests (constant pressure)

• Pressure build-up tests

Hydraulic testing in boreholes drilled
from underground is associated with
special problems:

• I Iigh water pressure

• Large water outflows

• Limited working space

• Limited time

Interior view of Mini-container.

The Underground Hydraulic Testing System (UHT) has
been developed to cope with underground conditions and
a harsh environment.

The system is designed for easy mobilization and set-up at
the borehole. All equipment parts are assembled in modules.
Some modules are installed in a container, which is also the
workplace for the test operator.

The test is controlled by a computer program.

Mini-container

Hoisting rig

Downhole test too!
- 2 packer
- test valve

Computers and printer Flow regulating and measuring unit



Technical Facts
The testing tool:

• Variable section length 0.1 - 100 m

• Manually operated test valve

• Packers for 56 or 76 mm holes

• The underground borehole is kept pressurized
during change of test section

The flow and pressure measurement
and regulation system provides data on:

• Pressure in test section

• Pressure in the surrounding sections

• Pressure in the packers

• Flow from/to test section (0.001 - 100 1/min)

• Electrical conductivity of water from
test section

• Temperature of water from test section

Operation of hoisting rig to insert downhole paokers.

Closeup of borehole seal.



General
The Tracer Retention Understanding Experiments (TRUE)
are carried out to improve the understanding of radionuclide
transport and retention processes, Field experiments are
carried out on the detailed scale (<10 m) and on the block
scale (10-100 m). The objectives of TRUE are to:

• Evaluate to what extent concepts used in models are based
on realistic descriptions of rock, and if adequate data can
be collected in site characterization

• Evaluate the usefulness and feasibility of different app-
roaches to model radionuclide migration and retention

• Provide hi-situ data on radionuclide migration and
retention

^ - "-
The basic idea is to perform a series of tracer experiments
of progressively increasing complexity. In principle, each
tracer experiment will consist of a cycle of activities be-
ginning with site characterization, followed by a set of
hydraulic and tracer tests, and then modelling. Finally, resin
will be injected and the tested rock volume excavated and
subsequently analyzed for flow path geometry and tracer
concentration.

Objectives and Scope of TRUE-1
TRUE-1 is aimed at understanding tracer transport in a
single fracture, see Figure 1, which could represent a typical
fracture intersecting a canister deposition hole. The experi-
ment is small scale, of limited time duration, and primarily
aimed at technology adjustment and development. TRUE-1
was initially aimed at understanding conservative tracer
transport. Subsequently the program has been expanded to
include field tests with weakly sorbing tracers. The program
also includes supporting laboratory investigations ofsorp-
tion and diffusion characteristics for selected radionuclides.
In addition, a technology is being developed for pore space
characterization using resin injection and subsequent ex-
cavation and analysis. TRUE-1 started in late 1994 and
will be completed during 1998.

Tracer retention understanding
experiments (TRUE-1)

Project Location.

Transport parameters from
laboratory experiments

Conceptual and numerical
modelling

Fracture mineralogy

Figure 1. Principal sketch of TRUE-1 experiment and its major components.
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JE Stage
STRUCTURAL GEOMETRICAL MODEL LEGEND
TRUE SITE 2950 - 3010 m

tl to Jevd -400 j

5 10 m

—» Imapiued IntapivMation of significant ThJ
3rd order zones geolo£kaj features (4tb oruw x ^

"C- Tonnel.venioa Asmjclure A
— Borehole - - Bwnjcmre I

Intensely fractured "-• D-Mnjclum ]
;,;• CnLshzone — Intercepts of NW-2' I

General characteristics of the block
• Main rock type: Aspti dioritc
• Main fracture sets

NW(85%)
NE(10%)
Subhorizontal set (5%)

• Frequency of open fractures: 4 fractures/in

Characteristics of Feature A
Reactivated mylonite
Slightly undulating (N29W/79E)
Spatial extent: Hl-20 ni, no outcrop in tunnel
Main fracture minerals: chlorite/clay and calcite
Fault gouge possibly present
Natural How rates (tracer dilution): 0.01-1.7 ml/min
Transmissivity: S-10 -1-10; mVs
Natural gradient towards the tunnel: 5-10 %

Figure 2. Structural model of TRUE-1 site and main characteristics of Feature A and the
investigated block.

Site Characterization and Structural Model
The structural model and the characteristics of the TRUE-1
block and Feature A are shown in Figure 2. Hydraulically,
the feature is relatively well isolated from adjacent features,
as evidenced by distinct differences in hydraulic pressure.
The head difference between the test sections containing

Feature A varies between 0.5-lm. Evaluated flow magnitudes
from hydraulic tests are in the order of 2-3.9, interpreted as
a leaky system possibly in combination with a constant head
boundary. Sampled water from Feature A is saline ([Cl~] >
5000 mg/1), with the major ions; Na-Ca-K:Cl-SO4-HCO3.
Stable isotope data plot on the meteoric water line.

Transport Parameters Derived
in the Laboratory
The laboratory investigations are primarily
aimed at providing values of mass distribution
coefficients Kd and diffusivities of selected radio-
nuclides in generic Aspo material and site-
specific material from. Members of the alkali
metal group (22Na*, ̂ K*, MRb* and 13'Cs*) and
alkaline earth metal group (4'Ca2*, 83Sr2*, "'Ba2*)
have been used. Batch sorption experiments have
been performed on different size fractions, also
specifying mineralogy and chemistry. Results for
site-specific material show the following relative
degree of sorption; Na* < Ca2* ~Sr2* << Ba2* ~Rb*
< Cs*, with Kd values ranging from 10"6 to 10"2

mVkg, see Table la. Effective diffusivities Dc

range from 5*10 ''to 1 -10"'4 mVs for the sorbing
species, see Table lb. The porosity of the
material from Feature A is 1.5-1O"3. Results based
on generic material show that diffusivity and
porosity decrease with cell length, showing
effects of heterogeneity in the micro-fracture
structure, and porosity.

Table 1 a. Kd (m
3/kg) obtained either from batch sorption experiment (Kdso|1) or batch

desorption experiment (K^J.

Cs*

Mvlonite T2

Altered AD T2

Altered AD T3

Altered AD T4

2 . 9 1 0 '

1.110"'

2.710"5

<2-10"5

(2.0±0.43)-10"

< 0.5-10"'

(0.9±0.4)-10"!

< 0.7-10"'

< 0.5-10"'

5.0-105

2.6-10"'

4.1-10"'

9.0-10"'

1.0-10"'

(8.0*0.6)-10-

(1.2±0.2)-10J

( , , ± l , , 0" '

(3.1±0.2)10"3

(l.S±0.2)-10"3

(1.3±0.1)-10J

(0.4±0.1) 10"'

(1.2±0.1) 10""'

(1.8±0.1)10"'

(0.4±0.1)10"'

Table 1 b. Porosity and effective diffusivity obtained from diffusion experiments using
Feature A site-specific rock material.

Porosity (%)

0.15

HTO Na*

Effective Diffusivities (m"/s)

Ca2* Sr2* Cs* Ba"

4-10"'4 1 1 0 " " 7-10"15 S-10"'7 1-10"'6
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Test with Conservative Tracers
One main objective of TRUE-1 is to adapt already existing
tracer test methodology for near-surface conditions to the
specific conditions at depth at the Asp 6 HRL, which features
high pressures (P>30 bar) and high salinity ([C1J > 5000
mg/1). To this end, a series of conservative tracer tests have
been conducted in Feature A using various flow geometries
(radially converging (RC) and dipole (DP)), and flow rates.
Fluorescent dye tracers (eg, Uranine and Amino G) and
metal complexes (DTPA) have been used.

• The ambient hydraulic gradient has a strong effect on
breakthrough and observed mass recoveries.

• The mass recovery is generally lower for the dipole tests
(5-88%), due to the prevailing natural hydraulic gradient
in combination with activation of multiple flow paths.

• The part of Feature A bounded by KXTT4-KXTT3-
KXTT1, see Figure 3, distinguished by very high re-
covery and short travel distances was proposed for tests
with radioactive sorbing tracers.

Tests with Radioactive Sorbing Tracers
Tests focused on surface sorption at two flow rates are
planned, using a cocktail made up of "'Na', *'Rb*, ' Cs~,
4'Ca"*, vSr" and '"Ba;* with Uranine, tritiated water and
the anion ^Br'as conservative tracers. The first test (STF-l,
Q=0.4 1/min) was started in mid July 1997 with injection in
KXTT4 and pumping in KXTT3 (RC), see Figure 3.

• The mass recovery for the conservative species is

practically 100%.

• The relative breakthroughs of the sorbing species reflect
the relative Kd values inferred from the laboratory, see
Figure 4 and Table la.

• The breakthrough of L>'Cs is strongly retarded.

A decision was taken to extend STT-1 in time, and in
addition a complementary injection with a similar cocktail
("7Cs excluded) was done'in KXTT1 (STT-lb) in December
1997, in the same flow field. At the time when STT-1/STT-
lb was officially terminated in early March 1998, about 60%
of the injected '" Cs mass still remained sorbed in Feature A.
Measurement of'' Cs will continue during the planned
STT-2 (Q=0.2 1/min) which will be performed in the same
configuration as STT-1.

STT-1 and STT-2

KXTT3 R2 . ^

<•, \ STT-1 b

KXTT1 R2

KXTT4R3

KXTT2R2

KA3005A R3

Figure 3. Relative positioning of borehole intercepts in the plane of
Feature A and borehole configurations used for tests with radioactive
sorbing tracers.
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Uranine
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Ba-133

Rb-86

Cs-137
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Elapsed time (h)

BREAKTHROUGH STT-1
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X

A
O

+

Uranine

HTO

Na-22

Sr-85

Ba-133

Rb-86

Cs-137

I
20 40 60
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Figure 4. Tracer breakthrough in the pumping section KXTT3:R2 during
STT-1 after a) 530 hours, b) 1 00 hours. Tracer concentrations are
normalized to injection concentration at t=4 hours.
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Modelling and Evaluation
The individual non-reactive tracer breakthroughs from
radially converging tests have been evaluated using a ID
inverse parameter estimation technique (PAREST).
Overall, the ID parameter estimation of the RC tests yields
consistent parameters. The dipole tests have been evaluated
by parameter estimation in 2D utilizing SUTRA.
The estimated dispersivities D/v range from 0.2-0.6 m.
Calculated flow porosity range from l-5°10~4. An evaluation
framework has been developed for reactive tracer tests in a
single fracture, treated as a 2D void with a spatially variable
aperture, which may be partially filled with gouge material.
The mass transfer reactions considered are assumed to be
linear with an input function of arbitrary form. The included
processes are;

variable advection

sorption on the fracture surfaces

diffusion into the rock matrix

diffusion into stagnant water zones

sorption into gouge material (incl. irreversible sorption)

The key result is a new parameter (5 that controls both
surface sorption and diffusion into the rock matrix.
Figure 5 exemplifies predictions and calibrations for three
isotopes from STT-1. Preliminary results indicate;

• Diffusion is observable, but is a second-order effect

• Variability in 15 is important

• "Enhanced sorption" observed (possibly due to gouge)
Calibration is consistent showing that prediction is possible

• Irreversible sorption effects observed for '"Cs
(not conclusive)

• Sorption on surface/in gouge is the dominant mass transfer
process (distinction not unique)

Analysis of Pore Space using Epoxy Resin
The geometrical conceptualization of the fracture pore space
where in-situ tracer experiments are carried out often suffers
from uncertainty due to the limited number of character-
ization points, and the indirect inference of pore space geo-
metry from site characterization data. In TRUE the geometry
and spatial distribution of pore space will be determined by
injecting epoxy resin, followed by excavation and subsequent
analysis of impregnated fractures. A Pilot Resin Experiment
has been performed in the F-tunnel near (<10 m) the tunnel
perimeter;

• Drilling of short exploratory' 56 mm cored boreholes (N=9)

Site characterization

Construction of a 3D model of the fracture network

Injection of epoxy resin in 3 boreholes using a specially

designed injection pump

Drilling of reconnaissance boreholes (N=10)

Drilling of large diameter (200 and 146 mm) cored
boreholes (N=6)
Analysis of aperture distribution for the two analysed
samples

a) Expa^rrent^ ixKi^hrojgh

b) Eqjil.b. so-p o i surf * c.Sfusicn.

c) Equ lib. sop on s ^ , + KireAcs n gojge * 6 (f.

a|Equi::b syp cnsurt. +:<™;:cSi;i(p.>g<:-dit!. +

Figure 5. Exemples of ; a) experimental results, b) prediction, c+d)
calibrations using combinations of processes for three of the sorbing
tracers (MNa, !33Ba and 137Cs) used in STT-1.

Fracture
sample

1bl
1bll
1 bill
1blV

ibTotal

3bl
3bll
3blll
3blV

3bTotal

Average resin
thickness

[,um]
308
280
240
290
281

310
327
282
278
295

Coefficient of
variation

[%]
33
32
41
39
37

27
31
39
46
39

Contact area

[%]
0.5
1.6
2.3
0.02
1.0

31
21
37
13
22

Table 2. Average resin thickness obtained from the the two analysed
samples, 1 b and 3b, and their respective quadrants, and percentage
contact area.

The basic results are;

• Resin consumption in the order of litres
• Resin spread in the order of square/metre(s) in the

injected fractures
• Average aperture of analysed samples is 281pm and

295pm, coefficient of variation =37-39%, (contact
areas not included), see Table 2

• Contact area between fracture surfaces is 1 and 22%
(length) for the two samples

• Variograms created for the aperture of analysed sections
showr a practical range of about 2-10 mm

Modelling is under way to reproduce the measured hydro-
geological conditions prior to and during resin injection.
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Organizations AN DRA (France)
ENRESA (Spain)

Nirex (UK)
JNC Qapan)

POSIVAOY (Finland)
SKB (Sweden)

Objectives
The TRUE Block Scale Project is focused on flow and
transport in a fracture network on a scale (50-100 m)
relevant to e.g. a storage tunnel in an underground
repository. The specific objectives are to:

• Increase understanding and the ability to predict tracer
transport in a fracture network

• Assess the importance of tracer retention mechanisms
(diffusion and sorption) in a fracture network

• Assess the link between flow and transport data as a
means for predicting transport phenomena

Components
The experiment is divided into five basic stages;

• Scoping stage, June 1996-March 1997

• Preliminary characterization stage, April 1997-May 1998

• Detailed characterization stage, June 1998-Sept. 1999

• Tracer test stage, Oct. 1999-Sept. 2000

• Evaluation and reporting stage, Oct. 2000-Dec. 2000

The experimental strategy includes interative character-
ization of the studied rock volume and interactive modelling
and experimental work. The characterization results from a
new borehole are used to update the structural model and
experimental design. This procedure allows flexibility, and
a possibility to conduct future tracer tests at a suitable range
of spatial and temporal scales.

Project Location.

IT
TRUE
Blocl<
Scale

Rock Mass

DibCrete Feature
Net \ork Stocna^+ic Continuum

Schematic illustration of concepts used in modelling
transport in fractured rock.

Channel Network

flow and solute

Observation During Drilling
• Inflow of water measured between uptakes is used as a

preliminary flow log.

• Cement grouting necessary in borehole KA2563A at
three discrete points (L=90-160m) due to high inflows
(Q= 100-700 1/min), in KA351OA (L=0-S0m), and in
KIOO25F(L=5m).

• The 700 1/min inflow in KA2563A represents a single
extensive discrete 20 mm wide fracture featured by
calcite crystal growth.

• Grouted portions of the studied block constitute a limited
constraint on conducting tracer experiments, possible to
avoid.

- • ? : ,

High-permeable feature intercepted at L= 1 03 m in KA2563A. interpreted
as the major contributor to the measured inflow of 700 l/min.
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Site Characterization
Hydraulic characterization
• Double packer flow logging in the inclined boreholes

KA2511A and KA2563A show wide sections of increased
transmissivity

• A few well separated inflow points are found in sub-
horizontal KA351OA, KI0025F and KI0023B

• Hydraulic gradient "along borehole" is approximately
10% in the interior of the block

• Evaluation of transient flow and pressure build-up tests in
KI0025F and KIOO23B show flow magnitudes of around 2.
Radial flow models have been used in interpretation of
the tests

• The transmissivity of interpreted structures varies between
the measurement limit (l»10"'°) and 6°10"6 mVs

Hydraulic connectivity

• Response matrix based on pressure responses due to
drilling is used in building structural model

• Hypotheses for established hydraulic connections
visualised using CAD model

• The cross-hole interference tests performed focus on
global connectivity between structures and internal
connectivity in selected structures

Transport experiments
• Lower transmissivity limit for structures involved in future

tracer experiments is in the range T=5e10"b-5»l(T mVs
• Tracer dilution tests show flow rates between < 1-1200

ml/min. Significant increase in flow due to pumping
observed in 25% of dilution tests

• Tracer breakthrough observed for tests performed within
Structure #20 during cross-hole interference tests

Data Integration and Modelling
Deterministic structural model
• Structural model includes subhorizontal tabular bodies

associated with fine-grained granite and greenstone.
Their extent presently unknown

• Oct '97 model, features i.a. N W Structure #20, proposed
as a suitable collector zone for future tracer experiments

Stochastic data sets for DFN modelling
• Three fracture sets identified: NE, N W and a

subhorizontal set
• Average fracture size (radius) = 3-5 m. No significant

difference between fracture sets
• Conductive fracture frequency ~ 2 m"' (Pj2c ~ 4 m'/m')

• Fracture transmissivity log10(T) e N(-11.1,1.7)

Hydraulic and transport modelling
• Modelling is performed using both Stochastic Continuum

(SC) and Discrete Feature Network (DFN) models
• Predictions of combined cross-hole interference and

tracer tests using a DFN model are under way

Z=-450 m

Transmissivity estimated from double packer flow logging. The individual
diagrams show a transmissivity range from 10" to 10'° mVs.

Deterministic structural model of the TRUE Block Scale block (Oct. '97).
Red = certain, Blue = probable, Green = uncertain.
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CIIE.VILAR is a borehole laboratory constructed by CEA
and manufactured by Metro Mesures on contract from
SKB. Supervision of manufacturing and the operation of
CHEMLAB is contracted to the Department of Nuclear
(Chemistry at the Royal Institute of Technology in
Stockholm.

The Objectives of the Radio-Nuclide
Retention (CHEMLAB) Experiments are:
© To validate the radionuclide retardation data which

have been measured in laboratories with data from
in-situ experiments in the rock

® To demonstrate that the laboratory data are reliable and
correct under the conditions prevailing in the rock

• To reduce the uncertainty in the retardation properties of
the relevant radionuchdes

The Concepts of CHEMLAB are:
© Experiments with radionuclides are performed in-situ

at the prevailing pi I, Eh and other constraints of the
ground water chemistry

© The rock serves as radiation protection for staff working
with or close to the probe. Fragments of spent fuel can
therefore be used in experiments

© All radioactive solutions will stay inside the probe or be
taken out to the tunnel gallery. The risk of a radionuclide
release to the surrounding rock is extremely small, and
therefore even the most harmful nuclides can be used

Water inlet

Borehole b
seal

Eh- and phi-
electrodes

Filter

Tracer
reservoirs

Multi-channel
valve

Pumps

Multi-channel
valve

injection
loops

Experimental
chamber for

migration
studies

Pressure
reducer

Multi-channel
valve

Pressure
reducer
Fraction

collectors

PACKER

CHEMMAC

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of CHEMLAB and the experimental cell.

Time Schedule
© First experiments started in 1997, further experiments are

to be continued for more than five vears.

CHEMLAB system parts with the outer casing removed.
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Ltion (RNR) Project
CHEMLAB Consists of Six Parts (see figure).
The Main Components are:
• An experimental cell, separately constructed for each type

of experiment

• Three reservoires for radioactive solutions to be used in
the experiment

• 11 injection loops for tracers to be added as pulses in
experiments

• Two modified HPLC pumps which can work at pressures
up to 60 bars with a flow rate of 0.02 to 40 ml/h

• Six multi-channel valves which can distribute the flow in
any direction

• 22 fraction collectors

The Complete Programme for the CHEMLAB
Experiments Include:
• Diffusion of radionuclides in bentonite clay

(started in 1997 and comlpeted in 1998)

• Migration of redox sensitive radionuclides

• Radionuclide solubility and actinide speciation

• Desorption of radionuclides from the rock

• Migration from buffer to rock

• Radiolyses (to be started in August 1998)

• Batch sorption experiments

• Spent fuel leaching

CHEMLAB 2 to be Constructed
• Simplified equipment specially designed for spent fuel

experiments.

700
i

600

m 500

1 400 -

5 300 -

200

100 -

0

V.
\ .

\ 0

@ Experimental

— Simulated j

4 6

Distance from inlet filter [mm]

10

Concentration profile in the bentonite from the Sr2+-experiment. The lines
represent the upper and lower predictions of the concentration profile,
based on the uncertainties in the reported Da and Kd-values.

250

200 -

E 150

too -

50

® Experimental

!•—Simulated

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Distance from inlet filter [mm]

Concentration profile in the bentonite from the Cs*-experiment. The lines
represent the upper and lower predictions of the concentration profile,
based on the uncertainties in the reported Da and Kd-values.

Project Location.
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Organizat ions SKB (Sweden)
JNC (Japan)
ANDRA (France)

Background
Molecular oxygen (O:) trapped in the sealed repository
might cause corrosion of the copper canister. Redox
conditions are also important for the mobility of radio-
nuclides.

Objectives of the REX Project
The REX project should answer the following questions:

• How does oxygen trapped in the closed repository react
with the rock minerals in the tunnel and deposition holes
and in the water-conducting fractures?

• What is the capacity of the geosphere to consume oxygen?

• How long will it take for the oxygen to be consumed?

• What is the role of bacteria in these processes?

Activities
• Laboratory experiments are needed to support the

mechanistic interpretation of the in-situ experiment.
They are conducted with groundwater, bacteria,
and mineral samples from Aspo.

© Replica experiment: a laboratory investigation using
the other half of the fracture surface used for the
in-situ experiment.

© Field investigations:

- Microbial C), consumption at several sites in
the Aspo tunnel

- Site selection for the in-situ experiment

- Design and construction of field equipment

- Injection and monitoring of (), consumption

Time Schedule
The project started in 1996 and will end in June 1999.

Redo* experiment
1PEX1

Elevator
shaft

. « " • '

..- A

Location of the in-situ REX experiment.
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Detailed Scale (REX)
Results
• Laboratory investigations: A complete mineralogical

characterization of the samples from Aspo has been
performed. The preliminary results show that reaction
rates for O, consumption are greater than those predicted
from literature data.

• Microbial oxygen consumption in the Aspo tunnel
environment: The data show that bacteria consume
0 , at a rate of between 10 and 150 ug L"' day"1.

The replica experiment: The equipment has been
designed and tested with a "ghost" rock core. The
experiment with the actual fracture surface will be
performed under 1998.

The in-situ field experiment: The equipment has been
designed and installed. Initial tests are being conducted.
The in-situ experiment will be performed during 1998.

Scheme of the Field REX Experiment

O2-injection
& Sampling

Measuring
Electrodes:
pH, Eh, O2

Circulating
Pump

T..__.|

.. I
Fracture

Reaction
Chamber

Borehole
KA2861A

««*

The other half of the fracture studied in the in-situ REX experiment has been
shipped to France in order to conduct a replica experiment.

The field equipment being cleaned with an alcoholic solutior.
bacterial contamination of the borehole.
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z
Organizat ions A joint AXDRA, UK Nirex, SKB project

Important contributions from Nagra, BMBF

Objectives
• To understand the mechanical behaviour of the

Excavation Disturbed Zone (EDZ) with respect to
its origin, character, magnitude of property change,
extent and dependence on excavation method,

• to perform supporting studies to increase understanding
of the hydraulic significance of the EDZ, and

• to test equipment and methodology for quantifying the
EDZ.

Implications
• The role of the EDZ as a preferential pathway to radio-

nuclide transport is limited to the damaged zone. The
extent of the damaged zone, which is the hydraulically
significant part, can be limited through application of
appropriate excavation methods. A limited extent of the
damaged zone should also make it feasible to block path-
ways in the damaged zone by plugs placed at strategic
locations.

Expected Outcome
• The ZED EX project was expected to contribute to the

knowledge base for selecting or optimising the con-
struction method or combination of methods for a
deep repository and subsequent sealing.

Time Schedule

ID
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Task Name
Planning, Test plan

Investigations before TBM

TBM excavation

Investigations after TBM

Investigations before Drill&Blast

Drill&Blast excavation

Investigations after Drill&Blast

Data analysis
ICR Report

Extended investigations
Data analysis extended investigations

Final Report

1993
Qtr2|Qtr3[Qtr4

1994
Qtr 1 |Qtr 2| Qtr 3| Qtr 4

Blili

i
rzz]

m

1995
Qtr 1 | Qtr 2|Qtr3lQtr4

I
I
H i

1996
Qtr 1 i Qtr 21 Qtr 31 Qtr 4

lnttSiilJifH
litSSIBiiil

1997
Qtr 1 |Qtr 2|Qtr 3|Qir 4

1998
Qtr 11 Qtr 2

Drill S blasllGsl drift

Location of ZEDEX Drifts. Borehole Locations.
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Excavation Techniques Tested
• Normal blasting similar to that used for the Aspo tunnel

• Smooth blasting based on application of low shock
explosives

• Tunnel boring

Investigation Parameters
• Acceleration/vibration

• Displacements

• P- and S-wave velocity and anisotropy

• Hydraulic conductivity and permeability

• Natural and induced fracturing

• Temperature

• Acoustic emissions (AE)

• Stress state

Acoustic Emission

* A, O

Drill&Blast drift

• AE activity up to 1 m from the drift wall

• About 10 times more AE activity around the
Drill&Blast drift

TBM drift

• AE activity up to a few tens of centimetres
from the drift wall

Results
• There is a damaged zone closest to the drift wall

dominated by changes in rock properties which
are mainly irreversible, and

• there is a disturbed zone outside the damaged zone
dominated by changes in stress state and hydraulic
head and where changes in rock properties are small
and mainly reversible.

• The extent of induced fractures around the Drill&Blast
drift are about 30 cm in the wall and about 80 cm in the
floor.

• Measurable changes in properties induced by TBM
excavation are small.

Blasted drift Bored drift

;> Disturbance independent ~
of excavation method \

Stress redistribution

No damage to the rock
(no nBw fractures)

Small changes in permeability

No measurable changes
in seismic velocity

:• Excavation induced fracturing

}• increased permeability

:> Decreased seismic velocity

v Excavation induced
mlcrofracturlng

Drill&Blast drift

Dye Penetration Test

The extent of macro fractures
is about SO cm in the floor of
the Drill&Blast drift (above).

No fractures visible in the
TBM drift (to the right).

TBM drift.
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The Prototype Repository should as much as possible
simulate a part of a disposal tunnel in the real deep
repository, as regards geometry, materials and rock
environment. The test is set up to simulate a repository
under what can be described as normal conditions.

Objectives
• To test and demonstrate the integrated function of the

repository components under realistic conditions on a full
scale and to compare results with models and assumptions.

• To develop, test and demonstrate appropriate engineering-
standards, quality criteria and quality systems.

• To simulate appropriate parts of the repository design and
construction process.

Time Schedule

Prototype Repository Aspo Plan Right
Version 3.0

WBS Activity 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.4.1

1.4.2

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

1.10

Prototype Repository

Design and planning

Modelling

Instrument developing and testing

Characterization

51, tunnel investigations

52, borehole investigations

Deposition hole drilling (4)

Characterization dep holes

Canister fabrication

Bentonite block production

Backfilling and Plug construction

Monitoring and testing

Activities
• Construction design

• Charcterization

• Instrumentation design

• Modelling

• Excavation of deposition holes

• Bentonite block production

• Canister fabrication

• Backfilling and plug construction

• Monitoring and Testing

Experimental Sites at Aspo HRL
The Prototype Repository is located at a
depth of 450 m in the inner part of the
TBM tunnel.

Project Location.

Prototype
repository



ository
Rock Mass Characteristics
® Dominant rock type: Aspo diorite

® Dominant structures: 282/89, 135/06 and 245/58
(strike/dip)

• Primary stresses: a,,=26 MPa, ah=18 Mpa, cv=21 Mpa

• Inflow to tunnel: 5 1/min (tunnel section 3521 to 3600 m)

• RMR classification: good to very good

• Thermal properties: Thermal Conductivity 2.7 W/mK,
Specific Heat 750 J/kgK

• Transmissivities from pressure build-up tests in Pilot
holes: 8«10"12-5'10"8m7s

Prototype Repository

Hydraulic testing.

Side View

Top View

i e - e e e

Buffer material
Highly compacted Na-bentonite
Dry density 1.74 t/cu.m.
Diameter 1.65 m
Block height 0.5 m
Density after saturation 2 t/cu.m.

Canister
Diameter 1.05 m
Height 4.83 m
Weight 21.4 ton
Weight with fuel 25.0 ton

View of tunnel for Prototype Repository with packers installed
for hydraulic testing.
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Objectives
• Develop and test methodology and equipment for

encapsulation and deposition of spent nuclear fuel.

• Show in an illustrative fashion for specialists and the
public the different steps in the transportation and
deposition of spent nuclear fuel.

• Develop and test appropriate criteria and quality
systems for the deposition process.

Time Schedule

_ ,. . _ ... _ , , Aspo Plan Riqht
Demonstration of Deposition Technology Version 3 o

WBS

1

1.1

1.2

1.4

1.5

1.6

1,7

Activity

Demonstration of deposition technology

Design and planning

Characterisation

Deposition hole drilling

Characterisation of deposition holes

Deposition machine manufacturing

Demonstration tunnel installations

Demonstration at Aspo

Qlr 4
1997

Qlr 11 Qtr 2 | Qtr 3 | Qlr A

urn i
f r^iP^i-^HHTwj^^wi'^^^yti'wwyrj'gWtt'afc

1998
Qtr 1 | Qlr 2 | Qlr 3| Qlr 4

1999
Qtr 1 | Q r 0 | Ql 0 | Qlr A

2000
Q> 1 | Qlr 2 | Q'r 3 | Qt A

2001
Qtr 1 Qtr o | Qtr 0 j Qtr 4

.,.<*"*"

V""*'

\
Elevator

,,r, shaft

Demonstration of
deposition technology

Project Location.
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position Technology
Performed Work
® 50 m long tunnel excavated

® Four positions for boring of full size deposition
holes selected

• Geological characterization performed including
rock stress measurements

The boring machine requires a cast concrete slab
on the floor.

Experimental concept

• Drainage of canister hole

• Buffer emplacement in the holes

• Deposition of canister inside a radiation shield

• Emplacement of buffer on top of the canister

• Filling the slot between the buffer and the borehole wall

• Filling the top of the deposition holes with backfill

DEPOSITION MACHINE

SIDEWALK

| EMPTY HOLE

(INFORMATION ZONE

| CANISTER+BENTONITE

I COMPLETED HOLE

View of Demonstration Tunnel. Deposition machine for emplacement of canisters. A radiation shield
(green cylinder) is used during transport and deposition.
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Objectives

• Develop and test methodology and equipment for
loosening of the canister from the grip of the swollen
bentonite.

• Show in an illustrative fashion that a canister can be
safely retrieved in an underground environment,

and also

• develop methodology and equipment for boring of
full size deposition holes.

Time Schedule

Retrieval Test

WBS

1

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

1.10

1.11

Activity

Retrieval Test

Design and planning

Modelling

Instrument developing and testing

Testing of deposition technique

Characterisation

Deposition hole drilling

Characterisation of dep holes

Canister fabrication

Bentonite block production

Test commissioning

Saturation

1998
Qlri | Qlr2 | Qtr 3 | Qlr 4

^ . • . . . . . .

®:®
®

®:

g< : (
r

) : : . ' : : • . . .

1999

Qtr 1 j Qtr 2 Qtr 3 | Qtr 4

-V
. . .

I)- :®

®. .•...':.
• • • • : " : ®

- r-P 'I

' . . .• , .®

(X

7) 4

2000
Qlr 1 | Qtr 2 | Qtr 3 | Qtr 4

2001
Qtr I Qtr 2 | Qtr 3 Qtr 4

2002
Qtr1 | Qlr 2 | Qtr 3

I

I

Project Location.
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rieval Test
Performed Work
• 15 m long tunnel excavated

• Two positions for boring of full size deposition
holes selected

• Geological characterization performed

The boring machine requires a cast concrete slab
on the floor.

sse:-^1

Tunnel for canister retrieval test. The two canister positions will be located
along the red center line and the two packers, which rest against the rock
wall to the left, indicate roughly how far in.

CANISTER RETRIEVAL
TEST

Formation water for artificial saturation

Concrete plug

Bentonite
buffer

Canister
with heater

Experimental setup for the Retrieval Test.
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Organizat ions SKB (Sweden) ENRESA (Spa

Main Objectives

• To develop and test different materials and compaction
techniques for backfilling of tunnels excavated by-
blasting.

• To test the function of the backfill and its interaction
with the surrounding rock on a full scale in a tunnel
excavated by blasting.

• To develop technology for building tunnel plugs and
test the function.

Project Location.

-J.

Time Schedule
• Hole drilling, hydraulic measurements and rock

instrumentation: January - September 1998

• Backfilling and instrumentation:
January-May 1999

a Plug building: May -June 1999

• Water saturation: 1999 and 2000

• Flow testing: 2001-

Layout

• Inner test part: filled with a mixture of 30 % bentonite
and crushed granite rock.

• Outer test part: filled with crushed rock without addition
of bentonite, except for the upper 10-20 cm, where a slot
will be left and filled with blocks of highly compacted
bentonite/crushed rock mixture and bentonite pellets.

• The backfill will be compacted with inclined compaction,
a technique developed in preparatory field tests.

o Both the inner and outer part will be divided into five
sections separated by drainage layers of permeable mats.

• Outside the backfill an approximately 3 metre thick plug-
will be installed with the required function of both being
a mechanical support and a hydraulic seal.

Overview
Arrangements

Blocks 50/50 I
bentonite/crushed rock Blocks 20/80
and bentonite pellets bentonite/crushed rock

Bentonile
O-ring,

A-A

Test Layout.

Desired boreholes for water pressure measurements

(will be adapted to existing holes)

tmmM Pressure cylinder

Q Borehole lor cables and tubes

Drainage layer

m0) Drainage layer unii
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Plug Test

|Hji| TUNNEL BACKFILL

• RETAINING WALL

0 CONCRETE/STEP 1

• CONCRETE/STEP 2

• COMPACTED BENTONITE

F9 EDZ

Layout of the plug.

Instrumentation
® About 200 measuring points

® Measurements in the rock: water pressure

® Measurements in the backfill: total pressure, tempera-
ture, water content, local hydraulic conductivity, and
deformation properties

Test Program

The axial conductivity of the backfill and the near field
rock will after water saturation be tested by applying a
water pressure gradient along the tunnel between the
mats and measuring the water flow. Water flow close to
the floor and roof and flow in the central part of the back-
fill will be measured separately. The hydraulic function of
the plug will be tested in a similar way. The mechanical
interaction between a simulated swelling buffer material
and the backfill and between the roof and the backfill will
be tested with pressure cylinders fixed to the floor and the
roof of the tunnel.

Inclined compactation of backfill layers.
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Objectives

The LOT test series aims at validating models and hypo-
theses concerning long term processes in buffer material
and related processes with regard to microbiology, radio-
nuclide transport, copper corrosion and gas transport
under conditions similar to those in a KBS-3 repository.
The objectives may be summarized in the following way:

© Produce data for validation of models concerning buffer
performance under steady state conditions after water
saturation, e.g. swelling pressure, cation transport

• Validate existing models concerning buffer degrading
processes, e.g. illiti/.ation and salt enrichment

• Study survival, activity and migration of bacteria in
the buffer

• Study the nature and extent of possible copper corrosion

• Determine critical gas penetration pressure and gas
eonductivitv

• Serve as pilot tests for the planned full scale test series
with respect to clay preparation, instrumentation, data
handling and evaluation

Experimental Concept
The testing philosophy is to place prefabricated units of

bentonite blocks surrounding a copper tube in a vertical
borehole and to maintain the tube surface at a defined
temperature (Figure 1). The test series includes 6 such
test parcels (Table) of which 3 are exposed to standard
KBS-3 conditions, in order to study buffer performance,
and 3 test parcels which are exposed to adverse conditions
in order to validate models for buffer alteration.
I he parcels are placed in boreholes in a representative
crystalline rock structure containing water-bearing
fractures. The boreholes have a diameter of 30 cm and
a length of around 4 m.

Table.

No

SI
S2
S3
Al

A2

A3

Specification of the LOT test series.

Type Put pose

leference Pilot
reference LTP
reference LTP
chem. Ma.C.Se

chem. Ma.C.Sc

highT LTP-T

S = standard conditions
Pc = controlled parameter

LTP = long term p crformancc
Ma = mincralogical alteration
Se = "salt enrichment"

T,°C

9U

90
90

120-150

120-150

120-150

test

T.([K

T.([K

A
C

T
Am

' >c
T
T
T

~],Am, pH)

~ ] , Am, pH)
T

time, \

1
~ 5
- 2 0

1

- 5

.~..5.

- adverse conditions
= cementation

= temperature
= accessory minerals

Time Schedule
• Construction and emplacement of 2 pilot test parcels

- autumn 1996

• Heating period for the 2 pilot test parcels
- 12 months, 1997

• Take out of the 2 pilot test parcels
- early spring 1998

• Laboratory analyses and tests of the test material
- 1998

• Construction and emplacement of the 4 long term test
parcels - winter 1998/1999

• Heating period for the 4 long term test parcels 1999 -

Long term test
of buffer materia

Project Location.
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Present Status

The two pilot tests Si and Al have been completed. Figure 1
shows the principle parcel layout. Figure 2 shows the tem-
perature distribution at mid test period. Test material from
the parcels will be compared to reference material with
respect to changes in physical properties, mineralogy and
microstructure. The following laboratory analyses and tests
are currently being carried out (techniques within brackets):

• Element analyses of the bulk material and clay fraction
(ICP-AEM) '

• Determination of cation exchange capacity, CEC
(Chapmans method)

• Qualitative mineralogical analyses
(XRD packed specimens)

• Qualitative clay mineral analyses

(XRD oriented specimens and EG treatment)

• Morphological characterization, (TEM and SEM-EDX)

Density determination, (weighing in paraffin)

• Hydraulic conductivity, (oedometer)

Swelling pressure, (oedometer and triaxial cell)

Swelling capacity, (free swelling in test tube)

• Shear strength, (triaxial cell)

• Tensile strength, (beam test)

Planning for the 4 remaining long term test parcels has
started. Drilling of test holes is planned to take place
during the winter 1999.

' :• ,

1 Copper tube, bentonite blocks
and gauges from the construction
of the S1 pilot parcel.

2. Test site with the 2 pilot test
parcels.

3. Retrieval of the S1 parcel including
20 cm rock cover of the clay column.

beams
concrete

Cu-tube

steel tube

heater

! ; i | special
iiil tests

n_

gauges

TU 1T

1W*
37 1T

30 Cu
29 bacteria

22 Cu

26 3T
25 1W*

20 5T, 1P, 1M,

14 5T, 2P, 1W, 1M
13 1W*

08 5T, 1 P. 1 M

05 "Co,'"Cs

300 mm

Figure 1. Layout of test parcel S1. TE denotes temperature gauges, WP
water pressure gauges, TP total pressure gauges, RH relative humidity
gauges. The figures show the number of gauges at each level.

S O 1 - i

• • | o '

• 4 0

} o q o

Figure 2. Principle drawing of parcel S1 (left) and A1 (right) showing
thermocouple location and isotherms in mid heating period. The horizontal
scale is exaggerated four times.
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Gas and Water Flow in

Gesellschaft fur Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbl I, Braunschweig, Germany
Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources (BGR), Hanover, Germany

Rationale
Gases released from waste packages may affect the
performance of geotechnical barriers. The flow of
contaminated water through fractured rock may
also be altered by the gas (two-phase flow).

fractures

waste

p l u g I- ! : ' , [ • '• :

rock matrix

Expected Outcome
• Data set of relevant rock parameters

• Calibrated two-phase flow models

• Specification of gases in the formation water

Location
The two-phase flow experiment is located at niche
2/715 - 360m below sea level.

V10 55/85
V2 25/8:

. . . A '

Objectives

• To create a data base for the simulation of two-phase flow
in fractured rock and transport of particles in unsaturated
rock.

• To the develop of 2D and 3D simulation models to
calculate gas and particle migration around underground
excavations.

Performance

At niche 2/715

• geological mapping, hydro and gas flow tests, long-term
pressure measurement

• particle and gas tracer tests

• degassing tests and gas sampling

Modelling

• 3D one-phase flow simulation

• 2D two-phase fracture flow simulation

• 3D two-phase flow with particle transport simulation

\\ v :z_ \
basic hydraulic

parameters
= i \"" ' Pi; T; kf; q; S; Pc

horizontal calcite
filled fractures

rock matrix i- :

Geological model of the test field.

Picture of the instrumented frontface.
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v Experiment
mred Crystalline Rock

G e o l o g y a n d f r a c t u r e s y s t e m s i n n i c h e 2 / 1 I S .

front

vertical fractures

Estimated pressure gradient in near and far field calculated
from measured water inflow rates.

right

0.3 L/min -

Natural Pressure Gradient in Test Area

near field

n ' 1 ' 1 ' r
20 24 28 32

Distance from tunnel [m]

Design calculations for optimizing position of a dipole test. 2D modelling of pressure distribution in the V2 fracture
considering niche 2/7'15 as only pressure sink.

niche 2/715,
fracture V2 (w10):
k,= 1.E-4m/s,
w = 1 mm
max. extraction rate:
q = 1.5 L/min,
a possible dipole test
configuration in far field

inj./ext. = 1:5

Im] asl

•

u=;

|09 fracture

48
67 dip
66 strike

-206 aperture
2̂44 coordinate

-263
283

flow rate
conductivity

002
321

fvv = 84°
fa = 30°
w = 1 mm
x = 7416.77 m
y = 2073.26 m
z =-359.52 m
q = 0.3 l/min
k = 5E-6 m/s

so EDZ k, = 10E-6m/s

Method of interpretation.

_ ft n*,(p,. :-/;,. ')

Vrc.,r.:c in iT^i-lio.l h.^hoU [I'.i]

r.HluL.oi.i.ja- , h,.r<hoh- >.r

:;il inotk-ls:
Rnctllmv: SM - unc-phaic »aicr tlo-
Ri.ckilow: C;.Vi- one jihriSL- pis fluw
SocMow: MM- mo-phasi.. flow

r.ik- ;...'A1

S'=7ty=^
Qr

Q,.-: water How Mtt-Im'/q

Lab studies (BGR) to determine two-phase flow parameters.

Test setup of tiic disk model
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antitative lieterniination

GRS — Braunschweig, Germany

Resistivity — Water Content Relation
on Laboratory Samples

10° r

"p 105

-^ 10"

tr 103

10' l— 0.1 0.2 0.3

Water Content [ Vof.-%]

Results of Geoelectrical Mapping

ZEDEX 06.01.98

5 - '-.

20 30

500 Qm

40 50

\
Y _ . I...

Demo 06.01.98
o 10

o -

2

4 -

6

8

10

12

0.4

Multi-Electrode Array around the
ZEDEX and the DEMO tunnels

Contame

Tomographic Resistivity Distribution
in the ZEDEX / DEMO tunnel area

10.03,1998

. i; ZEDEX
' ». tunnel

! Known Water-
bearing structures

DEMO tunnel

Water-bearing fracture zones (blue) are detectable by resist-
ivity measurements. In areas with thin resistivity anomalies,
interactive inversion and modelling are necessary since an
automatic inversion gives only poor results. The resolution
increases near the surface. According to the laboratory
measurements the in-situ results suggest a slightly higher
water content in the intact rock than 0.3 Vol.-%. If this is an
effect of an excavation disturbed /.one it is not limited in this
model. The intact rock is not covered by this model which is
possibly a result of the lower resolution in greater depth.

Result and Conclusion

• Klectric Resistivity and Water Content show a close
correlation for Aspd-Granite, which is quantified by
laboratory measurements.

• With a multi-electrode array and Wenner mappings as
well as tomographic measurements it is possible to
determine and to monitor the resistivity around and
between drifts and boreholes.

The geoelectric resistance tomography provides an image
of the resistivity between the ZKDEX and the DEMO
tunnels. Since computing power is limited, only a
resolution of 2m x 2m is possible. 'I his resolution is too
low for small anomalies like thin water-bearing fractures
and it leads to a distortion of the reconstructed resistivity
image and complicates the interpretation. Nevertheless
it is possible to monitor temporal variations.

Data processing and interpretation are complicated by
small extreme resistivity anomalies e.g. thin water-bearing
fractures.

In contrast to previous results, the explicit modelling of
the fractures gives no indication of a desaturated zone
near the surface.
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« 9

ig of Water Distribution in Aspo-Granite
The Methodology of Geoelectric in-situ
Resistivity Measurements, Data Processing
and Interpretation in Fractured Rock

The resistivity distribution (p) in the rock has to be
calculated from the measured apparent resistivity (pJ.To
assess the reliability of the results from different programs,
a synthetic dataset was processed and compared to the well
known input model. The results are used to optimize
processing and interpretation in granitic rock with water
bearing fractures.

Typical Electrode Configuration During
in-situ Measurements of Electric Resistivity
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The program RES2DINV cannot account for special
geometries in the resistivity structure of the investigated
area. Elongated thin anomalies cause strong positive and
negative anomalies. The inversion result cannot be
interpreted in terms of quantitative water content.
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Inversion Result with RSXIP2DI
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The program RSXIP2DI accounts for special geometries
but requires detailed data about these geometries. It is
applicable in areas with complicated geometries and allows
interactive as well as automatic inversion. Very thin
resisitivity anomalies cannot be detected with this method.
The resolution decreases with the depth of investigation.

Results and Conclusions
* Inversion results and the interpretation of the water

distribution depends on the processing software used.

• In fractured rock with thin elongated extreme resisitvity
anomalies (e.g. water bearing fractures) an explicit
modelling of the structures is necessary.

• Automatic inversions in such materials lead to incorrect
resistivity distributions and wrong interpretation of water
content and saturation.
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